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THEMES IN FOCUS

CONVERGENCE RETURNS
TO THE FORE
Jim Cielinski, CFA
Global Head of Fixed Income

Key Takeaways
 A softening in trade has

been blamed for much of the
global slowdown, but there is
more behind it; while trade’s
near-term impact on growth
may be overestimated,
investors could be
underestimating some of the
second-round effects.

 With the Fed’s pivot to

a more accommodative
stance, practically the entire
developed world is now in
easing mode, bringing policy
convergence back to the fore.

 Policy normalization, as we

know it, is dead. The ability
of central banks to normalize
today, at a time when the
real equilibrium rate is so
low, calls into question
the efficacy of traditional
monetary policy responses.

Does the recent global slowdown reflect
fading globalization?
The slowdown in global growth does, in part, reflect waning
globalization, but it is important to remember that this slowdown was
very much entrenched even before trade friction began to heat up. For
the better part of the past 18 months, we have seen slowing growth
outside of the U.S. – China, Europe and emerging markets have all
struggled. This slowdown is certainly not new, and while trade friction
has further hindered growth, I do not think it is the full story.
I believe that trade’s near-term impact on growth has been overestimated,
but I think that we are underestimating some of the second-round effects,
such as rising costs, foregone investment and longer-term supply chain
disruptions, particularly if trade tensions escalate from here. A fullblown trade war is a big risk, but it’s also important to realize that
globalization is much broader than just trade. Demographics, low
productivity and technological change are all shaping the economic
landscape. These are the trends that have formed the base for rates
markets and policymakers, as they are the secular forces producing
an environment of slow growth and low inflation.

Is the dovish tilt by the U.S. Fed an admission
of policy error?
The U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed), along with other central banks, has
become more dovish, pivoting to a more accommodative stance after
a period of raising rates in late 2018. Relative to the underlying
economic fundamentals, the last six months have seen one of the
most dramatic shifts in policy expectations that we have ever seen.
But, no, I do not think the Fed is about to admit that it made a
mistake. Looking through the lens of a Federal Open Market
Committee (FOMC) member, with the U.S. at full employment, one
could argue that they were right to worry about inflation pressures and
that it was trade that got in their way. Whether or not that is true, it
does give them cover to quickly retreat from their tightening bias.
I think what you see is real concern at the Fed that its models simply
are not working. The U.S. ought to have seen inflation last year if
traditional Phillips curve models¹ were accurate. Diminished faith in
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these models means FOMC members have been quick
to pull back on these fundamental beliefs.
This is a big shift. We are at a policy inflection point.
We now have practically the whole developed world in
easing mode.

Is policy normalization dead?
Policy normalization, as we know it, is certainly dead. In
the past year, we have seen that almost no central
banks can get rates off zero, and those that did quickly
found the breaking point to be much lower in rates than
they expected. The ability of central banks to normalize
today, at a time when the real equilibrium rate is so low,
calls into question the efficacy of traditional monetary
policy responses.
We are once again in convergence mode, with most
major central banks across the world singing from the
same song sheet. Divergence reared its head briefly
when the Fed began raising rates, but unusually, no
other central banks really got off the ground. Now that
everyone is in easing mode once again and convergence
very much at the fore, legitimate questions are being
raised as to what they will do if growth slows materially.
I believe the first step will be to pull out the same bag of
tricks that they used last time, whether that is quantitative
easing, negative rates, or buying corporate and mortgage
bonds. While it is possible for central banks to perform
these tricks again, they will be less remarkable a
second time, and there are limits to how much further
they can go. It is important to start considering what
other moves can be made by policymakers. Regime
shifts around policy can be big drivers of asset prices
and are often some of the most important things that
we see in markets. Fiscal policy will need to augment
monetary policy to bring about the most effective
outcome, and this creates political challenges. For
example, in Europe, it may amplify the challenges faced
with regard to increasing populist agendas.

Are high yield and Asia the last
bastions of yield?
The search for yield has been one of the biggest
themes in recent years, with only brief periods where
the theme has taken a back seat. But now, rates are
low, they are likely to stay that way, and credit spreads
are tightening. The search for yield is back on.

While it is possible for central banks to
perform the same old tricks again, they will
be less remarkable a second time ... It is
important to start considering what other
moves can be made by policymakers."

Investors will want to balance good yield and relative
safety, and I believe that there are still places to find this
combination. In the current credit space, low real yields
often mean low default rates, and when coupled with
accommodative monetary policy, you can see an
elongated credit cycle, which makes credit a relatively
attractive place to be. Other areas such as mortgage
credit, where there has not been a big debt expansion
this cycle, also look more attractive.
Many investors can find yield in the long end of the yield
curve while simultaneously adding diversification
benefits to their portfolios. There is also relatively
attractive yield to be found in the front end of the curve
for developed markets such as the U.S.
I do not think the income theme is going away anytime
soon. Investors need to ask themselves what they are
looking for from an income portfolio and what their
objectives are. If they do this, I believe they can benefit
from many pockets of value across the world.

Convergence Returns to the Fore
1

The Phillips Curve is an economic model describing a supposed inverse relationship between the level of unemployment and the rate of inflation.
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GLOBAL BONDS

ASIAN CREDIT: WHERE RETURNS
MAY ACTUALLY MATCH RISK
Nick Maroutsos
Co-Head of Global Bonds | Portfolio Manager

Key Takeaways
 Compared to developed

markets, Asia ex Japan
investment-grade corporate
bonds can be viewed as
attractive on a risk-adjusted
basis.

 Many of the region’s leading

bond issuers are tied to
the secular themes that are
fueling steady economic
growth and reconfiguring
societies.

 Increased market liquidity,

combined with hard currency
bond issuance, allows the
region to be considered by a
wider universe of investors.

For much of 2018, the allure of Asia ex Japan bonds as a
differentiated source of returns waned, while U.S. yields grinded
higher on the back of interest rate hikes by the Federal Reserve (Fed)
and expectations that Europe and Japan would eventually wind down
their quantitative easing (QE) programs. Subsequent developments,
however, have breathed new life into the rationale for maintaining
exposure to Asian debt. Slow growth forced Japan and Europe to
delay monetary tightening and – after raising rates in December – the
Fed pivoted to a more accommodative stance, sending Treasury
yields lower across all maturities.
With 10-year Treasury yields at two-and-a-half-year lows, Asia ex Japan
debt can again be viewed as an attractive destination for globally
minded bond investors seeking to generate carry in a low-return
environment. This argument is further reinforced by the region’s sound
fiscal position and the steady development of its capital markets.

It’s All Relative
To be sure, with the exception of a few basket cases, bond yields are
low globally. This is a reflection of growth concerns in what has become
an extended economic cycle and the consequence of investors again
being nudged toward riskier asset classes by persistently easy
developed market monetary policy. As of mid-June, the yield of the
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index (Agg) – comprised of
government debt, investment-grade corporate bonds and securitized
debt – was 2.63%. A corresponding benchmark in the eurozone
yielded 0.25%, and the yield of a global benchmark was 1.58%. A
broad Asia ex Japan bond index, on the other hand, yielded 3.36%.
While yields are higher in absolute terms, of greater importance is the
amount of return an investor potentially generates per unit of risk
accepted. For the Agg, with a duration¹ of 5.78 years, each unit of risk
– as measured by a year of duration – carries with it 0.46% of yield. In
Europe, a year of duration is accompanied by 0.04% of yield, while in
Asia ex Japan, it’s a much more palatable 0.63%.
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A Case for Corporates
When one isolates investment-grade corporates from
the broader bond universe, this advantage is even more
pronounced given the presence of the credit risk
premium. Spreads on Asia ex Japan investment-grade
corporates were 156 basis points² (bps) over their
respective benchmark as of mid-June compared to 126
bps in both the U.S. and Europe. On a yield-per-unit of
risk basis, one year of duration in Asia ex Japan
corporates is matched with 0.77% of yield; in the U.S.
and Europe, the figures for investment-grade corporates
are 0.44% and 0.16%, respectively.
Furthermore, many of the region’s corporations are
linked to the secular themes that are fueling economic
growth and reconfiguring societies. For example, over
the past five years, nearly 50% of the region’s
investment-grade bond issuance has emanated from
the financial sector. Key drivers are an increase in
personal banking and growing usage of retirement
programs and insurance products as the region’s
population seeks to protect its newfound wealth. A
more robust regulatory framework in the wake of the
late 1990s Asian Financial Crisis increased bondholder
protections, and the infrastructure of debt markets has
improved. Insurance companies and pension funds
have also created natural buyers for domestic debt,
adding additional liquidity to capital markets.
While the financial sector and government debt
dominate new issuance, other sectors have also
increased their presence in bond markets, among them

industrials, utilities and energy companies. Many of
these are tied to the region’s infrastructure boom and
are often backed by high-value physical assets and, in
many cases, implicit government support. Banking,
infrastructure and the increasing spending power of the
consumer – with consumer discretionary companies
being another source of new bond issuance – are all
components of the region’s years long effort to advance
its economies. Given these tailwinds, along with
improved corporate governance, we believe that the
credit premium, or the additional yield commanded by
investors for holding these bonds over government
bonds, may overstate the risks attached to Asian
corporate issuers. Consequently, the persistently higher
spreads these securities have provided compared to
their developed market peers reinforce the argument
that this asset class can serve as a source of attractive
risk-adjusted returns.

Maturing Markets
As with the credit risk premium, the liquidity premium
imbedded in the region’s corporate bonds may not
accurately reflect positive recent developments. An
increasing base of domestic buyers, in addition to
international investors on the hunt for yield, have added
depth to erstwhile shallow markets and, in the process,
drawn in additional investors previously concerned
about liquidity. Inclusion in global benchmarks has
further improved market function as passive strategies
must increase exposure to the region to match its rising
share in global benchmarks.

Regional Investment-Grade Corporate Spreads over Risk-Free Benchmarks

In a low-yielding world, investment-grade Asian corporates offer more attractrive spreads than other
major regions.
Europe

U.S.

Asia ex Japan
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Source: Bloomberg, as of 6/14/19
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Asia ex Japan G3 Currency Bond Issuance

Hard-currency bond issuance grew more than fourfold in the last decade as the region's markets deepened.
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International investors often prefer to purchase bonds
denominated in hard currency, and the market has
evolved to meet that need. In the seven years leading
up to 2017, investment-grade bonds issued in G3
currencies (the euro, the U.S. dollar and the Japanese
yen) rose more than fourfold to $231 billion. And while
issuance slipped in 2018, it still exceeded $200 billion
for the second year running.
China has dominated corporate issuance, representing
nearly 60% of total investment-grade issuance over the
past five years, but other countries have also expanded
their bond markets. Individually, South Korea, Hong Kong,
Indonesia and India has each issued more than $40 billion
in investment-grade debt over the past five years.

Rewarding Fiscal Discipline
The region’s relatively strong fiscal position also adds to
the argument that the credit risk premium currently
assigned to it is overblown. A risk of holding hardcurrency debt is the mismatch between currencies in
which its revenues are generated and its obligations
paid. With a country’s fiscal position a potential weight
on its currency, hard-currency investors must be mindful
of macro factors when selecting regions in which to
invest. But here, many Asian countries pass the test as
their ratios of total debt to GDP fall well below those of
developed markets.

Weaker – but Resilient – in a Global
Slowdown
The rumors of QE’s demise were greatly exaggerated.
Again faced with low yields in home markets, investors
are seeking value where available. Just as during the
years following the Global Financial Crisis, the Asia ex
Japan region looks to be an important source of global
growth – and of investment returns. Still, risks remain.
Implicit in low yields is a slowing global economy. Given
connected supply chains, Asia would likely not escape
a downdraft. A slowdown, however, is not the same as
a recession. And while growth may subside, the secular
themes propelling the region’s growth are largely linked
to the consumer and infrastructure, putting Asia at an
advantage over commodities-producing regions that
would more acutely feel the brunt of an end to the
global economic cycle.

Asian Credit: Where Returns May Actually Match Risk
Duration measures a bond price’s sensitivity to changes in interest rates. The longer a bond’s duration, the higher its sensitivity to changes in interest rates
and vice versa.
2
Basis point (bp) equals 1/100 of a percentage point. 1 bp = 0.01%, 100 bps = 1%.
1
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CORPORATE CREDIT

HIGH YIELD: PUSHING BOUNDARIES
Tom Ross, CFA
Portfolio Manager

Seth Meyer, CFA
Portfolio Manager

Key Takeaways

In 1968, in the Men’s 100 meter sprint, Jim Hines of the U.S. hit a
world record of 9.95 seconds, which would stand for 15 years until
Calvin Smith shaved 0.02 seconds off it in 1983. In 2009, Usain Bolt
of Jamaica would cut 0.11 seconds off his own world record set a year
before and bring the record to its current level of 9.58 seconds.

 Fresh central bank policy

accommodation is supportive,
but investors should not lose
sight of the fact that policy
easing is only happening
because of economic
weakness.

On the Threshold of a Record
Sometimes records seem insurmountable, other times they are almost
meaningless. The U.S. economy stands at the threshold of a new record
– if it grows through July, it will break the record for the longest unbroken
expansion (120 months between March 1991 and March 2001).

 The shift in policy could

catalyze spread tightening,
in which case European high
yield offers a potentially more
attractive starting point and
technical backdrop.

Records matter in that they can create a psychological limit, but just
because something held true in the past does not mean it will do so in
the future, particularly if circumstances change. So is the current
economic expansion the equivalent of Usain Bolt – one that will power
substantially past the previous record – or is it a Calvin Smith moment
of limited advance?

 Idiosyncratic risk leads to

high dispersion of returns
in high yield, so even in an
extended cycle, it is worth
retaining “quality control.”

Exhibit 1: Need for Yield Drives Inflows into U.S. and European High Yield
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Source: European flows – JPMorgan, Bloomberg, includes ETFs; U.S. flows – Barclays, Lipper, includes ETFs, as of 5/30/19.
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Exhibit 2: Yield and Spread of Global High-Yield Bonds
Spread
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Source: Bloomberg, ICE BofAML Global High Yield Bond Index. Index tracks the performance of USD-, CAD-, GBP- and EUR-denominated belowinvestment-grade corporate debt publicly issued in the major domestic or eurobond markets, 6/18/18 to 6/18/19. 100 basis points = 1%.

The question is not an unreasonable one for high-yield
bond investors to ask. As lenders to companies, we
need to be confident that the economic environment a
borrowing company is facing is favorable so that we will
collect the bond repayments. Although corporate
fundamentals drive the majority of performance in
high-yield bonds, we recognize that it has become
increasingly important to consider macroeconomic factors.

The Grab for Yield Continues
The dovish shift by central banks is accentuating the
grab for yield as expectations of further rate cuts
intensify. Within the Bloomberg Barclays Global
Aggregate Index¹, the percentage of negative-yielding
assets reached a record high in June 2019, while the
yield on the German 10-year Bund fell to a record low of
-0.3%. Contrast that with an average yield of 5.9% for
the ICE BofAML Global High Yield Bond Index in late
June 2019. It is small wonder, therefore, that investors
are moving into high yield as a source of income, which
is evident from the fund flows data shown in Exhibit 1.

U.S. Rates Effect
Yet despite the broadly supportive technical backdrop
of reasonable demand and subdued issuance (year-todate net issuance in Europe remains below the levels
seen over the same period in 2018, although U.S.
high-yield gross and net issuance is higher), there has
been a reluctance on the part of investors to drive credit
spreads aggressively tighter. Exhibit 2 highlights how
the decline in yields on global high-yield bonds has

been heavily influenced by a rates effect (the decline in
equivalent government bond yields). The yield has
declined from 7.5% (750 basis points) in December
2018 to 5.9% in June 2019, yet spread narrowing
accounts for only 100 basis points of the 160 basis
points fall.
In fact, if we take the difference between the yield and
credit spread as a proxy for the rates effect, we can see
that rates have been helping to offset spread-widening
episodes in Q4 2018 and May 2019.
These spread-widening episodes bring us back to our
opening analogy on how long the economic expansion
can continue as they each correspond to growth
scares: Q4 2018 reflecting concern that the U.S.
Federal Reserve (Fed) was making a policy error by
overtightening; and May 2019 reflecting fears that trade
war escalation would push a weakening global
economy over the edge.

Policy Easing Returns
The U-turn by central banks toward additional policy
easing needs context. It is only taking place because
economic data has weakened. The Trump tax stimulus
is fading, business confidence and purchasing manager
indices globally are declining, and manufacturing,
particularly autos, is feeling the combined impact of a
slowdown in China and industry disruption. To be fair,
employment levels and wage growth have been robust,
but these tend to roll over later in response to prolonged
weakness at the corporate level.
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Exhibit 3: Gross Leverage Levels in High Yield
Europe
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Source: European gross leverage – Morgan Stanley Research, Bloomberg, using a sample from the European iBoxx HY index, as of 12/31/18. Index tracks
EUR-denominated sub-investment-grade corporate debt. U.S. gross leverage – Credit Suisse, Credit Suisse Liquid U.S. High-Yield Index, as of 12/31/18. Index
tracks the liquid, tradeable, U.S. dollar-denominated high-yield debt market. Gross Leverage = Total Debt/EBITDA (earnings before interest, tax, depreciation
and amortization).

What is astonishing is that the Fed has altered course
over the summer without significant market weakness.
This may tell us one of two things. Either it is genuinely
concerned that the economic weakness is structural
and that the U.S./global economic expansion has
reached its limit, or it is acting pre-emptively in the belief
that this is simply a mid-cycle slowdown and early
action can extend the cycle.

In pledging “to act as appropriate to sustain the
expansion,” the Fed is joined by the European Central
Bank (ECB) in promoting further policy easing and central
banks as far afield as Australia cutting rates. There is
also increasing support for fiscal expansion, framed by
politicians with an eye on growing populism. Taken
together, accommodative monetary policy and greater
government spending should extend the credit cycle.

Exhibit 4: Europe and U.S. High-Yield Single-B Rated Credit Spreads
Europe
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Source: Bloomberg, 6/19/15 to 6/19/19. LIBOR option-adjusted spread. Europe: ICE BofAML Single-B European Currency High-Yield Index. Index tracks the
performance of EUR- and GBP-denominated below-investment-grade corporate debt rated B1 through B3 (inclusive) publicly issued in the eurobond, sterling
domestic or euro domestic markets. U.S.: ICE BofAML Single-B US High-Yield Index. Index tracks the performance of U.S. dollar-denominated belowinvestment-grade corporate debt rated B1 through B3 (inclusive) publicly issued in the U.S. domestic market.
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Interest Coverage High, Leverage
Levels Fair
Against this backdrop, global high-yield fundamentals
are reasonable in both the U.S. and Europe. Interest
coverage remains high relative to history, despite some
deterioration in the U.S. We expect leverage to head
higher in 2019 as earnings soften and the deleveraging
that has been taking place within the energy sector
since its crisis in 2015 begins to fade. However,
leverage levels do not look excessive, as shown in
Exhibit 3, and with the backdrop of easier policy should
create the conditions for spread tightening.
In such circumstances, we see better value in European
high yield compared with U.S. high yield. This is
because at a ratings-adjusted level, the European
market offers more attractive spreads in absolute terms
and in terms of the gap between current levels and
recent tights (lows), as shown in Exhibit 4. The risk of a
rate rise from the ECB is also smaller and the likelihood
of corporate bond purchases greater – both of which
should help drive spreads tighter.

Quality Control Required

than the investment-grade sector this year in terms of a
higher proportion of primary use of proceeds going
toward debt refinancing and repayments (75% of U.S.
high yield compared with just 30% of U.S. investment
grade²), the prospect of looser policy could undo this.
Meanwhile, the buildup of leverage in investment grade
risks a flood of downgrades into high yield.
Looking at the European high-yield bond market to
mid-May, Exhibit 5 identifies a marked dispersion in
returns.
This was, in aggregate, a period of positive returns for
high yield. A move from risk-on to a risk-off environment
could easily see similarly wide dispersion but with a
negative return bias. We believe that global high yield
will attract investors in coming months, but geopolitical
concerns, rising corporate costs, fragility in economic
data and the effects of disruptive competition on
individual credits means it is worth building some
defense into a portfolio. In our view, this means
engaging in “quality control,” not necessarily in terms of
higher credit ratings but in identifying issuers where
directional improvement in cash flows and balance
sheets is evident.

Yet, the longer the cycle extends, the more likely that
bondholder-unfriendly late-cycle behavior builds. While
the high-yield sector has actually been better behaved

Exhibit 5: Dispersion of Returns within European High Yield
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Source: Credit Suisse, Credit Suisse Liquid European High Yield Index, year-to-date (YTD) returns to 6/15/19. Index tracks the liquid, tradable, investible universe of
the European high-yield debt market, with issues denominated in U.S. dollar, euro and sterling. Past performance is not a guide to future performance.

High Yield: Pushing Boundaries
1
2

Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based measure of the global investment-grade fixed-rate debt markets.
Source: Dealogic, Goldman Sachs, year-to-date use of proceeds, as of 6/18/19
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U.S. FIXED INCOME

TUG OF WAR: SLOWING GROWTH
VS. EASING MONETARY POLICY
Darrell Watters
Head of U.S.
Fundamental Fixed
Income | Portfolio Manager

Key Takeaways
 The Fed’s ability to engineer

a soft landing is a delicate
task, and as the tug-of-war
between slowing growth
and easing monetary policy
plays out, it is likely to be
accompanied by periods of
heightened uncertainty.

 Futures markets are

expecting as many as three
U.S. interest rate cuts in the
latter half of 2019, while in
June, the Fed’s policy making
body projected that rates will
remain unchanged between
now and year end.

 With the U.S. economy in

a relatively healthy state, it
is the preexisting slowdown
in global economic data
coupled with the re-escalation
of trade uncertainties that we
believe present the biggest
threat to the economic
outlook and could be the
impetus for a Fed cut in
2019.

Mayur Saigal
Portfolio Manager

Mike Keough
Portfolio Manager

From the Federal Reserve’s (Fed) January pause to its June pledge to
“act as appropriate to sustain the expansion,” Fed policy shifts have
helped support markets in 2019. While the U.S. Treasury market has
rallied and interest rates have declined significantly on concern that the
Fed’s more accommodative policy is driven by weakening economic
conditions, risk markets, including equities and corporate credit, have
honed in on the potential benefits of rate cuts. Interest rate cuts may
ultimately be supportive for the U.S. economy, but investors should be
careful what they wish for, given that what drives them typically is not.
The Fed’s ability to engineer a soft landing is a delicate task, and as the
tug-of-war between slowing growth and easing monetary policy plays
out over the next few quarters, it is likely to be accompanied by periods
of heightened uncertainty.

Futures Markets Dovish, but Fed Data
Dependent
Markets are expecting the Fed to cut. In fact, futures markets are
anticipating the fed funds rate will close 2019 at 1.625%, which
suggests we could see as many as three interest rate cuts before year
end. However, after the Fed’s June meeting, its economic forecast
remained unchanged, and Chairman Jerome Powell stressed that any
future action would be driven by a weakening of the central bank’s
outlook. This distinction is critical, because while there has been a
decline in certain measures of late, we would argue that the U.S.
economy remains relatively healthy, perhaps too healthy for the Fed to
reduce rates multiple times before year end.
U.S. GDP growth registered 3.1% in the first quarter of 2019, corporate
earnings – while decelerating – are still growing, unemployment is at a
multi-decade low, wage pressures are contained and consumer
spending remains strong. The assumption that the Fed will implement
an insurance cut to reverse the current mid-cycle slowdown amid a
constructive economic landscape could ultimately lead to
disappointment, particularly when projections of the Federal Open
Market Committee (FOMC), the Fed’s policymaking body, are still
skewed toward holding rates steady through year end, as shown in
Exhibit 1.
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Exhibit 1: FOMC Projections versus Fed Fund Futures

Futures markets are expecting multiple interest rate cuts before year end, while the Fed’s policymaking
body projected rates would remain unchanged this year, with only one cut in 2020.
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Trade: The Biggest Threat

year, as highlighted in Exhibit 2. While the U.S. is
hovering just above the critical level of 50, many regions
have dipped into contraction territory. This picture is
unlikely to improve if trade tensions further weigh on
business confidence and preclude business investment.

The Fed did not commit to action at its June meeting,
but it is clear that the central bank stands ready to
react, and quickly, if warranted. In our view, the
preexisting slowdown in global economic data coupled
with the re-escalation of trade uncertainties presents
the biggest threat to the economic outlook and could be
the impetus for a Fed cut in 2019.

The U.S. and China may have come close to an
agreement in May, but negotiations remain challenged
as these economic superpowers seek to alter policies
that were decades in the making. And as the Trump
administration sets its sights on other regions, and the

Despite the Fed’s pivot and China’s recent stimulus,
global manufacturing data has continued to decline this

Exhibit 2: Global Purchasing Managers’ Indices

Global manufacturing data continues to soften, and when coupled with trade uncertainties, could be the
impetus for a Fed cut in 2019.
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rules of the game remain in flux, businesses are having a
difficult time making investment decisions. If these
headwinds generate concerns of a corporate earnings
recession, confidence in the Fed’s ability to engineer a
soft landing could wane, in which case we would expect
risk assets to reverse course.

A Potential Change in Framework
Outside of a material decline in the economic outlook, a
change in the Fed’s inflation targeting framework is the
next likely reason for a rate cut. The Fed is evaluating its
future target framework given that its preferred measure
of inflation has undershot the central bank’s 2% target
for 10 years now. Average inflation targeting – targeting
2% over a specified time period – is the solution that has
accumulated the most support. This framework would
result in the Fed maintaining easy monetary policy until
inflation rises and, to offset sustained periods of belowtarget inflation, allowing above-target inflation for a
period of time without raising rates. We would expect a
change in policy of this nature to be very well
telegraphed, and implemented in a slow and methodical
manner, making it an unlikely event for 2019.

When the Cuts Come, Will They Be
Enough?
The prospect of cuts is driving risk asset valuations
higher, but it may be time to start questioning the degree
of easing necessary to sufficiently stimulate the
economy and support risk assets going forward. Will a
few rate cuts be enough to combat the global economic

slowdown, declining global trade and waning U.S. fiscal
stimulus? Likely not if trade tensions persist and
business confidence continues to decline.
It also remains to be seen how the consumer will react
to rate cuts given the differences that have emerged in
consumer habits following the Global Financial Crisis.
As rates have steadily declined, consumers have actually
been borrowing less as shown in Exhibit 3, and
consumer spending has been relatively constrained.
During the impending rate-cut cycle, lower rates and
consumer spending – the primary driver of the U.S.
economy – may not provide the level of stimulus they
have in cycles past.

Planning for the Tug-of-War Between
Slower Growth and Accommodation
The prospect of the Fed having investors’ backs is
appealing to market participants and, reminiscent of
2012, when the European Central Bank (ECB) vowed to
do whatever it takes to preserve the euro, we think both
rates and spread product can continue to perform well in
the near term.
U.S. Treasury yields have trended significantly lower,
and can go lower still on the back of the Fed pivot,
expectations of a lower neutral rate¹ in the U.S. and the
potential for renewed accommodation by the ECB.
Nearly $13 trillion of negative-yielding debt around the
globe (Exhibit 4) and an insatiable search for yield are
also contributing to strong demand for U.S. government
and corporate bonds. Supply/demand technicals also

Exhibit 3: U.S. Consumer Debt to GDP and Fed Funds Target Rate

Leading up to the crisis, falling rates spurred borrowing and increased consumer spending, but in the
historically low rate environment since, consumer borrowing has actually declined.
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Exhibit 4: Negative-Yielding Debt

As countries around the world employ ultra-accommodative monetary policy to combat declining growth
prospects, negative-yielding debt has ballooned to nearly $13 trillion.
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Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based measure of the global investment-grade fixed-rate debt markets.

remain favorable for U.S. investment-grade corporate
credit. After a wave of mergers and acquisitions, we are
witnessing a heightened focus on debt paydown and
less willingness by management teams to take debt and
leverage higher as they have in recent years. Further,
while the U.S. economy is slowing, employment and
corporate fundamentals remain relatively robust. Given
these conditions, it is difficult to envision a sustained
sell-off in corporate credit without recession risks and
default rates trending higher. However, there is no doubt
that the landscape can change quickly.

As markets await a resolution on trade and the tug-of-war
between slowing growth and accommodative monetary
policy wages on, investors may benefit from seeking out
active managers with the ability to distinguish between
short-term volatility events and growing systemic issues.
Managers with the ability to adjust portfolios accordingly
may be better suited to take advantage of strong
risk-adjusted opportunities while the threat of recession
remains at bay and also to avoid the trouble spots that
will get hit the hardest when things come unglued.

Tug-of-War: Slowing Growth vs. Easing Monetary Policy
1

The neutral rate is the interest rate that supports the economy at full employment/maximum output while keeping inflation constant.
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Key Takeaways
 The global manufacturing

downturn has recently
entered its 14th consecutive
month, but examining
the downturn through the
prism of the U.S. may leave
investors with too sanguine a
view.

 While policy options are

mostly hamstrung in Japan,
Europe has ample room to
buy more corporate bonds.
Meanwhile, the U.S. and
Australia have the means for
further conventional easing.

 In our view, the next big move

in developed bond markets
will ultimately see interest
rates reconverge, with the
U.S. moving down toward the
rest.

The global manufacturing downturn has recently entered its 14th
consecutive month of decline as measured by the Global
Manufacturing PMI.¹ The downturn, which emanated in Asia, has had
a severe knock-on effect on economies like Germany, which have
created an economic model heavily interconnected with an emergent
China in recent decades. In Australia, it has coincided with a housing
and consumer downturn whose rhythm has been out of step with the
slow consumer deleveraging in the rest of the developed world.
The result of such a prolonged period of weak global trade and export
growth is that many central banks have moved on from the “denial”
phase and are actively discussing and, in some cases, pursuing
monetary easing (Australia and New Zealand).

An Unusual Cycle with the Fed Out of the
Driver's Seat
Looking at this global growth downturn through the prism of the U.S.
economy is fraught with danger, as investors are likely to come away
with too sanguine a view. We have said in the past that the U.S. was
not the source of this slowdown (unlike in 2000 and 2007) and it
remains a relatively insular economy — U.S. exports form approximately
15% of its GDP versus 50% in Germany and 30% in the UK.
This is an unusual cycle where other central banks and the bond
markets in the developed world are now conducting the mood music,
which the U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed) is increasingly reactive to. This
note explores the policy options in various countries to enact
meaningful policy easing.
As we sit near or at the lower bound for interest rates, the ability to act
is a new question for investors who previously focused on the
willingness to act.
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Central Banks that Have Not Done
QE Yet
There is a relatively sparse list of central banks in the
developed world that have not done quantitative easing
(QE) yet, but that list includes both Australia and
Canada. Notably, Australia has only cut rates since
2011. With interest rates currently sitting at a historic
low of 1.25% and expected to fall to at least 1%, this
bank only began discussing QE as a policy tool in
December 2018. In a speech by Guy Debelle, Deputy
Governor, he stated that “QE is a policy option in
Australia, should it be required. There are less
government bonds here, which may make QE more
effective. But most of the traction in terms of borrowing
rates in Australia is at the short end of the curve rather
than the longer end of the curve, which might reduce
the effectiveness of QE.”
In our view, it was no coincidence that the foreign
currency pairing of AUDJPY (Australian dollar versus
the Japanese yen) experienced a 7% flash crash in a
few hours in early January 2019, following an 8%
depreciation in the month prior to this move. This
currency pairing perfectly encapsulates the central bank
with the most scope (Australia) and the one with the
least (Japan) for monetary policy easing.

Evolving Reaction Function at the Fed
The Fed signaled in early 2019 that rates had peaked but
appears to be in an intellectual transition regarding the
policy framework and the ability of the U.S. economy to
remain immune from the global industrial downturn.
In this context, there is renewed focus on the structural
undershooting of inflation since 2009. Notably, this is a
very different spin from the comparisons to 1967
(inflation breakout risk) provided by Fed Chair Jerome
Powell in the summer of 2018. Here, under the
guidance of Vice Chair Richard Clarida, there is
renewed focus on the international experience of low
inflation and interest rates.
The recent signaling of a readiness to cut interest rates
appears logical. The final 50 basis points² of hikes in
October and December 2018 into pronounced
weakness in rate-sensitive sectors, such as housing
and autos, was clearly a mistake. Any deterioration in
the employment market from here will likely engender
an even stronger reaction. It is worth remembering that
"surprising" in a rate-cutting cycle is admirable (unlike in
a rate-hiking cycle).

ECB’s Draghi (and Board) Retiring
Soon, Plus Hamstrung Policy Options
in Japan
This is where it gets really interesting. First, because the
starting point is not one that you would choose as a
policymaker (negative interest rates plus government
bond purchases close to their legal and technical limit),
and second, because in Europe, European Central
Bank (ECB) President Mario Draghi and significant
members of the board are due to retire in 2019.
Starting with the ECB, Draghi has been clear that he
believes the bank has room in all of its policy levers
— including rate cuts into even more negative territory.
It is worth noting that at a -0.4% deposit rate, the only
relevant comparable is Switzerland with a -0.75% sight
deposits rate; even Japan sits at -0.1% (key interest
rate).
In our view, the most likely meaningful policy loosening
is through investment-grade corporate bond purchases,
which was first announced in March 2016. The ECB
owns €178 billion (approximately 20%) of the eligible
universe of corporate bonds. Its mandate allows
purchases of up to 70% (ECB, May 31, 2019). An
increase to 40% seems wholly credible and would imply
another €200 billion of purchases of eligible
investment-grade corporate bonds.
In the case of Japan, policy options really do look close
to exhausted. With close to 50% of the Japanese
government bond market owned by the central bank,
explicit yield curve control (target for 10-year yields),
negative interest rates and purchases of equity ETFs for
years, it is difficult to find a policy option which could
surprise to the upside.
The key constraining factor for the Bank of Japan was
the market reaction in January 2016 when it cut interest
rates into negative territory. The share price of banks
plummeted and its currency moved higher as result of a
risk-off reaction. This effectively tightened financial
conditions and illustrated how hamstrung policy options
were and still are.
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Stopping Inflation Expectations from
Sliding into the Abyss
In summary, the next big move for bond markets will
likely see interest rates in the developed world
reconverge. For many years, consensus has argued
that this was likely to occur through rates in the rest of
the developed world moving up toward U.S. interest
rates. We have long disagreed and positioned for
continuing divergence between the U.S. and rest of the
world, viewing many economies as trapped in a lobster
pot of low interest rates and quantitative easing.

The next big structural move in interest rates and
government bond yields should be policy easing from
those with ability to do so (i.e., the U.S. and Australia).
For Europe, a move into private assets (corporate
bonds) is likely as the limit of meaningful government
bond QE is reached.
This may not be the “normalization” many hoped for, but
it is a natural reaction for inflation-targeting central
banks trying desperately to keep inflation expectations
from sliding into a natural abyss, driven by long-term
structural factors over which they have little control.

Developed World Bond Markets
Short-term rates signaling rate cuts?
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Downturn Implications and a Reconvergence of Rates
1
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Source: Bloomberg, JP Morgan Global Manuracturing PMI, as of 7/1/19
Basis point (bp) equals 1/100 of a percentage point. 1 bp = 0.01%, 100 bps = 1%.
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Key Takeaways
 While trade wars and the

ascent of populism suggest
that we have moved past
“peak globalization,” the
underlying trends that have
propelled it remain pervasive.

 Many of the ways in which

globalization has played out
– lower rates, lower inflation
and wealth inequality – are
here to stay.

 The clash between the trends

that have defined the global
economy in recent decades
and the inequality that
globalization creates will likely
bring increased volatility in
coming years and potentially
upend the investment
environment.

Globalization, one of the most important economic trends of the last
century, has been taking more than a few shots recently. For those
prematurely announcing its demise, the evidence may seem clear. The
ascent of populism, Donald Trump’s election, Brexit and resurfacing
trade wars are surely signs that we have moved past “peak
globalization." That conclusion is mistaken. The underlying trends that
have propelled globalization remain pervasive. But we have seen the
end of the period where these trends are universally viewed as
positive, and we have seen the end of the period where all participants
will sit by and watch passively. This friction is critical to understanding
today’s new investment regime.
Globalization is a supertanker. It can change direction and perhaps even
reverse course, but it takes a long time to do either. Trump and Brexit
are akin to the lookout on the ship’s bridge shouting “rocks ahead.”
We will not know for a while whether we have steered clear. In the
meantime, hang on. Many of the trends that have driven the uprising
against globalization are about to become even more entrenched.

A Win-Win, In Theory
Globalization is built on a foundation of the free flow of goods, capital
and labor. This creates a win-win scenario. Growth, in aggregate,
increases with greater global integration. Inflation, normally a worry in
periods of faster growth, remains suppressed as production shifts
from high-cost regions to low-cost regions. As low-cost producers
produce more, their standard of living also grows, providing a selfreinforcing uplift to global consumption. More producers equates to
more choices for consumers. Consumers benefit through a greater
ability to substitute goods, further restraining price pressures and
improving efficiency. In addition, the interdependencies fostered
through global trade enhance international cooperation and
communication. It’s all bliss, at least in theory.
What can go awry with such an ingenious plan? Plenty, it turns out.
Importantly, the benefits of globalization accrue in aggregate, but they
occur very unevenly. Winners and losers are evident across
economies and within economies. History shows that the largest and
strongest economies are often among the biggest winners. But so are
the impoverished societies that are encouraged to produce and
innovate: More than 1.2 billion people have moved out of extreme
20

Global Trade Volume as a Percent of GDP

Globalization is built on the free flow of goods, capital and labor, and growth, in aggregate, increases with
greater global integration. Over the last three decades, trade has grown along with global GDP.
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poverty since 1990. Owners of capital, however, easily
outpace laborers. Low-skilled pools of labor in higherpriced production areas are the unambiguous losers.
The rich – both countries and individuals – tend to get
richer. This inequality engenders populist feelings in
those left behind, who feel they are held back from
globalization. They are correct, at least as it relates to
their corner of an increasingly globalized world.

Tariffs May Accentuate Globalization
Trends, Not Curb Them
Evidence arrives daily to remind us that globalization is
unstoppable. At the macro level, the twin deficits¹ in the
U.S. are boosting the volumes of global capital
movement and interdependency. At a more micro level,
we see that expanded tariffs are nearly always shortcircuited by global trends. For example, Apple and
Foxconn have already announced that in the event of
U.S. tariffs on Chinese-assembled iPhones, they have
the capability to meet U.S. demand from other
countries. The result will be further expansion of
manufacturing capacity into economic segments
already suffering from overcapacity. Production for
U.S.-bound goods will be shifted to even lower-cost
producers. In summary, tariffs on Chinese goods may
accentuate the globalization trends we have witnessed
in recent years rather than curb them. This same story
will play out across the goods-producing sectors.
Trade wars are at the leading edge of the globalization
debate. Many worry about the inflationary implications
of a trade war that severely disrupts global supply

chains. Here again, the evidence suggests otherwise.
There is a fundamental difference between a change in
the price level and a change in inflationary pressures.
Inflation should be thought of as the annual rate of
change in prices. A change in price level is different. If
all companies paid a new 20% tariff on imported goods
and immediately passed it on to consumers, it is indeed
true that prices would rise. But if incomes remained
static, consumers could afford less. Price levels will
reset, but the ensuing path of inflation will actually be
lower. Perversely, attempts to push back on
globalization, only serve to reinforce the structural
deflationary trends we are accustomed to.

A New Climate for Investors
Investors must adjust to this new climate. Many of the
ways in which globalization has played out – lower
rates, lower inflation, wealth inequality – are here to
stay. The reaction function is now very different. The
implications are critical to understand:
• Geopolitical risks will remain elevated
• The underlying trends of globalization won’t change,
producing more rounds of populist backlash
• Developed economies will continue to lose market
share as goods producers and will become more
service-oriented
• Central banks will be very conscious of not overtightening and committing a policy mistake
• Volatility in markets may well exceed the volatility of
underlying fundamentals
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U.S. Income Inequality on the Rise

Globalization tends to help the rich, both countries and individuals, continue building wealth, and that
inequality often engenders populist feelings in those left behind.
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Geopolitical risks represent genuine uncertainty.
They are less predictable and analyzable than other
risks, confounding markets. They tend to surprise us,
demand immediate attention and usually lead to
overreaction. Investors are advised to focus on those
risks that are truly long-lasting and exploit the others, as
they are typically short-lived. The key risk in this
category is China. Investors must assess whether
Trump's end game is an attempt to level the playing field
through tariffs or an attempt to derail China’s long-term
challenge to rival the U.S. as an economic superpower.
The latter will likely end badly for most risk assets.
More populist backlash is around the corner. The
trends that led to populism remain ubiquitous, and thus
populism isn’t going anywhere. This may take several
forms. The right-leaning response relies on tax cuts and
deregulation. The left-leaning response will rely more on
spending and fiscal stimulus (hello, Modern Monetary
Theory). Both are policy regime shifts that will materially
alter market behavior.
Developed economies will become even more
service-oriented. This may lead to a lower degree of
cyclicality in developed economies. Assuming a lack of
systemic leverage, this might be just the recipe for
slower, but still positive, growth with diminished risks
– the “Goldilocks” outcome.
Central banks are afraid. Inflation is low and growth is
slowing. They have few tools in the toolbox. The U.S.
Federal Reserve was the only large central bank to

achieve monetary policy liftoff, and they did not get far
before affirming that the real equilibrium level of real
rates is lower than most thought. Central bank
convergence is back on and, absent a recession, will be
supportive for risk assets.
Market volatility is likely to be higher. This does not
mean volatility will be persistently high, but it will be
higher than what many are used to. And it will likely be
more sporadic. Combine this with questions and
concerns about market liquidity, and investors will need
to be careful about not getting spooked as markets
periodically trade in wide ranges.

Globalization is Alive, but Not Well
Globalization is very much alive. None of the trends that
have defined the global economy and market behavior in
recent decades are truly showing signs of reversal. But
globalization is certainly not alive and well. It is taking the
brunt of the blame for wealth inequality, the hollowing
out of the manufacturing sector in many countries and
immigration issues, among others. This is the clash that
will help determine the investment backdrop in the next
decade. Policymakers will meddle, and voters will speak
loudly, electing officials who reflect their views on how
to address the problems. Many of the actions will fail.
Some will succeed. But nearly all of them will increase
volatility and potentially upend the investment
environment. Steer clear of the rocks.

Globalization: Sorry, Donald, It’s Here to Stay
1

Twin deficits refers to the fact that the U.S. maintains both a fiscal deficit and a current account deficit.
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